BETTER, FASTER AND
MORE PRODUCTIVE
ALL-SEASON

PRE-PLANT, PLANT
AND EMERGENCE

IN-SEASON
PRODUCTION

Evaluate seed, inputs and equipment
performance.

Analyze crop health at field edge.

Know Today

Predict outcomes sooner and with
better accuracy.
Improve in-season management decisions.

Maximize Potential
Identify and locate weeds and management issues.
Apply inputs with precision.
Validate treatment effectiveness.
Act before issues are visible to the naked eye.

LATE SEASON & HARVEST

OFF-SEASON

Determine late-season nitrogen needs.

Create drainage and land-leveling plans
and practices.

Finish Strong
Evaluate harvest readiness.
Identify harvest order.

Grounded Precision
Design subsurface drainage.
Build variable rate prescriptions.
Evaluate equipment operation and practices.

PRE-PLANT, PLANT
AND EMERGENCE

“ When you get above

the crop and get a map
of the whole field, that
really gives you a full
view of what’s going on.
From there, you can go
out to the problem areas
and diagnose the problem
—whether it’s to do with
seed, water or disease.”

Rx, scouting, chemistry
selections, herbicide reduction

IN-SEASON PRODUCTION
Rx, canopy closure, lodging detection,
residue management
Late season standard yield estimation

LATE & OFF-SEASON
Dry-down, harvest order, yield regions
Equipment selection, soil nutrition,
water management

Nate Dorsey, Agronomist,
RDO Equipment

Real-time data unlocks valuable insights at the field edge. Data can be integrated into precision
agriculture analytics platforms and is accessible with smartphones, tablets and laptops.
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Go beyond what
you can see with
the naked eye.
With FieldAgentTM
Mobile, highlight
where you want to
fly, set parameters
for autonomous flight
and press launch.
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After your drone lands,
import images
into FieldAgentTM.
Crop health maps
are available in
30-90 seconds.
Additional analytics
are available too.
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Share data with trusted
advisors and get their
feedback. You can also
share and sync data
with all leading digital
ag platforms.
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FieldAgentTM produces
highly precise,
easy-to-interpret
plant health data
in real time. It‘s never
been easier to make
timely, informed
in-field decisions.

